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TARP request President Bush will ask Congress to
release the second $350 billion of the Treasury’s
Troubled Asset Relief Program at the request of
President-elect Barack Obama, who has promised
tighter oversight of the funds. Posted: January 12,
5:16 PM

Claude B. Erb and Campbell R. Harvey won the Graham and Dodd
Award for their article analyzing the sources of returns from
commodities. The award is given annually by the Financial Analysts
Journal for excellence in research and financial writing.

Bailout Nation PIMCO's Bill Gross says investors
would be wise to follow the government's lead and
buy agency-backed mortgages, bank preferred
stocks, and senior bank debt, Aaa asset-backed
securities and municipal bonds. Posted: January 8,
11:48 AM

Mr. Erb, who is managing director at Trust Co. of the West, Los
Angeles, and Mr. Harvey, a finance professor at Duke University’s
Fuqua School of Business, Durham, N.C., argued that the long-term
risk premium for commodities futures stems from rebalancing the
portfolio.

Short shrift The knee-jerk reaction by regulators to
restrict short selling in the midst of the stock market’s
September nose dive might have done more harm
than good, according to recent studies. Posted:
January 8, 10:34 AM

In contrast, a widely touted article by two finance professors, Gary
Gorton of the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business,
Philadelphia, and K. Geert Rouwenhorst of the Yale School of
Management, New Hav¬en, Conn., failed to win any recognition from
the FAJ’s advisory and editorial board, which picks the Graham and
Dodd winner. Both articles were published the March/April 2006 issue
of the FAJ.

Forecast: Sunny Despite the upheaval in the
financial industry over the last 12 months, money
managers around the world remained surprisingly
optimistic about their business, according to a new
survey. Posted: January 7, 10:45 AM
Lone star indeed With a gain of 2.7%, the Texas
Municipal Retirement System was the only one of the
200 largest plans in the U.S. that showed an increase
in assets in the 12 months ended Sept. 30. Posted:
January 6, 2:05 PM

More PIonline Features

The Gordon/Rouwenhorst paper found that historic returns from
commodity futures stem mostly from “normal backwardation,” meaning
investors, on average, are rewarded for providing insurance to protect
commodity producers from dips in prices. But the award winners said
Messrs. Gorton and Rouwenhorst had misattributed the source of the
return (Pensions & Investments, Dec. 26, 2005).
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Con-way, Teamsters fund settle
withdrawal liability
Fed picks 4 for MBS purchase program
Second-half
rebound?
The economy will
rebound in the
second half of
this year, fueled
by federal
government
stimulus and
consumers
reopening their
pocketbooks,
money
managers,
economists and
investment
strategists say.

Regulatory M&A
A merger of the SEC,
which may be led by
Mary Schapiro, no stranger to
financial regulation, and the
CFTC, could be put on the front
burner as a result of Bernard
Madoff’s alleged $50 billion
Ponzi scheme. R e a d m o r e

PE dive

Bond diet

Private equity
fund values are
expected to
plummet by more
than half in 2009,
with well-known
large buyout
funds performing
little better than
less well-known
ones, an analysis
by Pensions &
Investments
shows. R e a d

Institutional investors should
boost their strategic asset
allocation to corporate debt
and mortgages by as much as
13 percentage points,
according to Scott McDermott,
head of global investment
strategies at Goldman Sachs
Asset Management. R e a d
more

more

Read more

Consultants
under fire
Pension
executives whose
funds were
victimized by the
collapse of
Bernard L. Madoff
Investment
Securities are
grilling — and in
at least one case,
terminating —
their consultants
about the quality
of their manager
research and due
diligence. R e a d

30% of Boston Co. Asset staff laid off
Discipline,

Bad apples?discipline

Frigid M&A
season

Out of the shadows:
to Face with
Hedge fund Face Unprecedented
Christina Seix
manager Pat
market volatility
McMahon is
encouraging
investing with
a long-term
view and sees
the environment as one that
rewards managers who employ
a disciplined and balanced
approach, incorporating both
long and short risk positions.
Read more

in 2008 tripped
up the recent
record-setting
pace of money
manager mergers
and acquisitions,
and some
industry veterans
predict a rebound
could be more
than a year off.
Read more
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